
Robert Smith
Tour Coordinator

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

As a Tour Coordinator, responsible for Working effectively in a fast-paced environment. Experience
in Recognizing as a hard working, self-motivated and well-organized employee. Learning new skills
quickly. and also Focusing on promoting exceptional customer service, etc,.

SKILLS

Coordinating Skills, Communication Skills, Travel Arrangement Skils.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Tour Coordinator
ABC Corporation  2008 – 2008 
 Coordinated deliveries for optimal service.
 Handled inquiries, adjusting itineraries, and processing paperwork.
 Improved reputation as an efficient service provider with high levels of accuracy.
 Ensured superior customer experience by addressing customer concerns, showing empathy, 

and resolving problems on the spot.
 Assisted with event planning and execution, including general event logistics, daily event and 

production schedules, ticket coordination, .
 Liaised with marketing initiatives, coordinating group visits, and follow-up on guest 

satisfaction Provide information to guests on hotels.
 Controlled all aspects of the tour booking process, from deal inception to billing Handled high 

call volume daily from customers and vendors.

Tour Coordinator
Delta Corporation  2005 – 2008 
 When our office has someone sign up for a tour, I take him or her out and give him or her a 

tour of campus and try persuading them to choose Eastern.
 On the days we did not have any tours scheduled, I did computer imputing and phone calls.
 Imputing consists of typing a students information into our system so we have a record that 

the student came for a tour of our campus.
 Greeting visitors Answering phones Tour scheduling Selling tour tickets Responding to 

customer emails Paperwork and deposits.
 Greeting visitors Answering phones Tour scheduling Selling tour tickets Responding to 

customer emails Paperwork and deposits.
 Coordinate between clients and agents to schedule tours.
 Explain Redfin process, inquire about home buying preferences, encourage to buy/sell with 

Redfin.

EDUCATION

Bachelor Degree
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